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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For many years the American people have accepted education as one of the main bulwarks of a democratic form of
government.
The rapid changes in society in recent years have

•-

caused much discussion of the needs of better methods and
teaching techniques in preparing boys and girls to take
their places as citizens in the present social order.
It is probably true that our system of universal free
public schooling has been the largest single factor in the
rapid and significant cultural evolution in this country.
But the very fact that our culture is a rapidly changing
culture precipitates a continuously changing role for the
schools.

The rapid rate at which new knowledge is created

in every phase of our culture applies to educational purposes, methods, and facilities as well as to other phases
of life.

Change, adjustment, or improvement is inherent in

the very nature of things.

During our colonial period,

schools served the culture of colonial days.
should serve the culture of today.

Today schools

Primarily it is not a

question of whether schools are good or not so good; it is
a question of determining the ways in which and the degree
to which schools are utilizing the best knowledge about
education and serving the educational needs of today's culture.
The writer has welcomed this opportunity of receiving

2

first hand knowledge of school curriculum.s, teaching procedures and techniques especially as they have presented
themselves through studies and personal contact with superintendents, principals, and students of Brazo~ia County
Colored Schools.

The investigator hopes that this thesis

may serve as a mirror against which the Negro elementary
teachers in the county may reflect their own practices.

Brazoria County
Brazoria County

is situated on the Gulf of Mexico,

is a productive farming, livestock and oil area, ranking
high in beef cattle, hay, and rice.

The surface is gener-

ally level, and the Brazos River flows through the westcentral part of the county.

The soil varies greatly,

ranging from heavy coastal clays to loams, but most of the
land has great fertility where properly drained.

There are

some sandy soils and a great many hog wallows and sandy
loam.

The timber belts have heavy soils, interspersed-

with peach ridge soils that are somewhat sandy and extremely rich.

·The Brazos River and Oyster Creek bottoms

have alluvial soils that rank among the most fertile in

the State.
Nearly one-fourth of the county is timbered, the
principal trees including pine, pinoak, live oak, ash,
elm, mulberry, hackberry, cottonwood, and pecan.
ranges have fine native grasses.

The

The county has several

oil fields and produces a large part of the world's sulphur.

3

The county grows about 9,000 bales of cotton, 309,000
bushels of corn, 128,000 bushels of rice, 16,000 tons of
hay, considerable quantities of sugar cane, pecans, citrus
fruits, figs, and vegetables per year.
acres are irrigated for rice.

Several thousand

Moss from live oak trees is

ginned and sold for use in upholstery.

In addition, being

one of the leading producers of beef cattle, Brazoria
.,/

County has large dairying as well as hog raising and poultry industries.

Sheep and goats are raised on moderate

scale, and some honey shipped.
With the development of the oil and sulphur industries in Brazoria County, and the large increase in rice
industry, the wealth and importance of this great area has
sky-rocketed during the last few years. 1
Brazoria County is ideally located with respect to
transportation facilities and easy access to the markets
of the world.

At Freeport, at the mouth of the Brazos

River, is a deep water port accommodating large ocean
steamers from all parts of the world; constructed and
maintained co-operatively by the Brazoria County Navigation District and the Federal Government.

Exports repre-

senting millions of dollars go over the wharves at Freeport each year. 2
1

Brazoria County Federation of Women's Club, History
of Brazoria County, {A Report Prepared By The County
Federation of Women's Club, April, 1940), p. 1.
2
Ibid., p. 2.
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Bathed by the warm

waters of the Gulf of Mexico,

blessed with a climate that is almost perpetual summer and
embracing within its borders nearly one million acres of
the most fertile soils of the Gulf Coastal Region,
Brazoria County, Texas, is truly a young empire in the
making . 1

Statement of Problem
This study is designed to provide data on the training and preparation of Negro teachers in the elementary
schools of Brazoria County, and the extent to which classroom activities are meeting the need and interest of the
in-school students .

This involves four minor problems:

1 . to show the kinds of certificates held by elementary
teachers;

2. to show the professional preparation of

teachers ;

3 . to show the teaching procedures common to

most teachers in the county;

4 . to show certain changes

taking place in the curriculums .

Need for the Study
The investigator is of the belief that much has been
done by local boards to prov ide for the education of Negro
youths in Brazoria County .

Within the last few years much

improvement has been made along lines of library, play1

Ibid . , p . 3 .
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ground facilities, buildings and buying instructional materials for this group.

Today more Negro schools in Bra-

zoria County have been accredited than any county in the

State . i

The above facts represent efforts to provide bet-

ter education for Negroes in the county.
The challenge has arisen in the mind of the investigator to learn what Negro tea~hers in Brazoria County are
'

doing for themselves to improve classroom activities.
Source of Material
All Negro teachers of the elementary schools were
represented in the survey .

Information on the phases rel-

evant to the problem was secured from questi·onnaires, notes
made on personal visits, reports from Standards and Activities, interviews with superintendents, principals, and
general observation in group meetings.
The investigator spent approximately two or three
hours at the most in observing teaching techniques and interviewing teachers and principals of the elementary
schools in the county.

The blank forms which the inves-

tigator used are in the appendix of this study.

ll!!,

istate Department of Education, Standards and Activi(Austin, Texas, 1943-44), p. 161.
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Definition of Terms
Curriculum:
All the experiences which pupils have while
under the direction of the school; thus defined
it includes both classroom and extra-classroom
activities. 1
Course of Study:
That part of a curriculum which is organized
for classroom use. ihey suggest content, prooedures, aids, and materials for the use and guidance
_of teachers, pupils, and administrators. 2
Delimitations
This problem was limited to the certification, preparation and classroom activities of Negro teachers in the
elementary schools of Brazoria County.
In order to intelligently survey the teachers and
classroom activities the experiment followed certain guiding principles used by Evender for his investigation of
teachers, while working under the United States Department
of F.ducation.
Evender states:
It is the responsibility of the state to establish standards for the preparation of public
school teachers. This control should be exercised
primarily by means of certificates and the enforcement of adequate regulations of the state
department of education. In order to assume their
1

Neal, A. D., ''The Evaluative Study of thew. F.
George High School.'' (Unpublished Thesis, East Texas
State Teachers College, Commerce, Texas, 1940), p.a.
:aLoc.

ill•
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appropriate positions of leadership in the com~
munities in which they work, teachers should
have sufficient general education to compare
favorably with that of members of the "learned
profession" and with that of the better educated citizens of representative communities.
This education should include: (1) The development of a growing integrated philosophy of
living. (2) A scholarly mastery of the subject
or subjects to be taught and of the subjects
most closely related to them. _ {3) Teachers
should have the distinctly professional knowledge and skills required in the t~e of position for which they are preparing.
The investigator does not intend to assimilate only
the data that tends to advocate a particular method of
procedure; rather, it is intended to present such data as
would reveal certain weaknesses in commonly used procedures and to give recommendations to correct these conditions.
Review of Related Studies
Up to the present time no study has been made to collect data on the Negro elementary schools in Brazoria
County.

Jackson 2 studied the Educational Provisions for

Negroes in Gregg County; his findings were limited to the
scholastics and membership; the teaching personnel and organization and administration of Gregg County Negro Public

1

Reeder, Ward G., The Fundamentals of School Administration, (New York, N. Y., The Macm.IIIan Company, l94l),
p. 156.
2
Jackson, Emerson Charles, "A Stud? of Educational
Provisions for Negroes in Gregg County,
(Unpublished
master's thesis, Prairie View University, Hempstead,
Texas, 1945), p. 69.
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schools.

Andrews, 1 also, made a study of the

ity of Education to Negroes in Waller County.

AvailabilHis study

included all of the public schools in Waller County for
Negroes , the historical background of the county, number
of scholastics, size of the various schools, faculty
training and experience, curriculums and physical plants
of the schools.

atkins 2 investigated the general status

of the Negro elementary schools of Texas; the study considered the number of classes, appropriations, salaries of
teachers, instructional cost, enrollments, and promotions,
and health conditions in Negro schools and communities.
Bullock 3 made a study showing the
Education for Negroes in Texas .

Availability of Public
Hines 4 made a

Compara-

tive Study of Some Current Practices in Elementary Education as Found in Negro Schqols in Travis County.

Washing-

ton 6 studied the Adequacy of Public Education for Negroes
in Jasper County.
1

Andrews, Robert Samuel, 11 Availability of Education
to Negroes in Vi aller County," (Unpublished Master I s
thesis, Prairie View University, 1941), p. 148.
2watkins , Pauline Malonee , "An Investigation of
Negro Elementary Schools in the State of Texas." (Unpublished Master's thesis, University of California, Berkeley,
California,
1937), p. 132.
3
Bullock, H. A., Availability of Public Education
for Negroes in Texas, Proceedings of Eighth Educational
Conference, Bulletin, (Prairie View University, Hanp· stead 4 Texas , 1937), p. 49.
Hines, Lillie Belle Corley, 11 A Comparative Study of
Some Current Practices in Elementary Education as Found in
Negro Schools in Travis County," (Unpublished Master's
thesis; Prairie View University, 1942), p. 67.
lashington, Jordan Thomas, 11 Adequacy of Public Education for Negroes in Jasper Cou.nty, 11 (Unpublished Master's
thesis, Prairie View University, 1943), p. 49.
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CHAPTER I I
TEACHING PERSONNEL
At one time curriculums were traditional; it was not
necessary for teachers to be especially capable and well
trained.

Only a few boys and girls attended school and

those who failed could easily be dismissed from school.
Courses and methods were prescribed by county and state
authorities.

There was not any need for thoughfu.l teach-

ers such as the case today.

The schools today are called

upon to meet the individual needs of boys and girls coming
from every walk or phase of American life with interests
and talents as varied as the wildest imagination can picture.
Teacher Certification
In many instances, lax certificate laws operated over
a long period of years have permitted poorly trained per-

sons to secure teaching certificates.

Unfortunately,

these teachers have been assigned to teach in about every
field with out much regard to their certification.
The legislative body has a common set of rules which
govern all public schools in Texas.

Some superintendents

and local boards have their qualifications according to
classification of schools.
In a recent study made by Evender and his associates,
all working under the auspices of the United States Office

10

of Education, a scholarly investigation was made.
It is the responsibility of the state to establish standards for the preparation of public
school teachers. ~his control should be exercised
primarily by means of certificates and the enforcement of adequate regulations of ~he State Department of Education. 1
A teacher who qualifies for a teaching position in
the public schools of Texas must hold one of the follo ing
certificates:
1. Elementary Certificate
2. High School certificate
3. Special Certificate
Elementary certificates should be of the following
classes:
1. Elementary of second class
2. Elementary of first class
3. Elementary permanent
The high school certificates should be of the following classes:
1. High School second class
2. High School first class
3. High School permanent
Special certificates which are granted to teachers of
1

Evender, E. s., National Survey of the Education of
Teachers, U.S. Department ot Interior, Bulletin IO, (Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1933),p. 243.

11
kindergarten and special branches of study are of two classes:
1. Temporary
2. Permanent
Teachers who apply for second class certificates in
either elementary or high school must take examination and
pass the prescribed requirements.
A teacher applying for the first class cert~ficate
must attend a first class college or Normal Institution
recognized by the State Superintendent for at l~ast one
completed college session and take the prescribed courses
for certificate qualification.
A permanent certificate is received when a person has
satisfactorily completed a four-year course, leading to a
degr·e e in a recognized college or university of the state.
A special certificate is received when a person has
satisfactorily completed ten college courses, at least,
one of which shall be in English, one in education, and
one in the special subject on which the certificate is
issued, these courses to be taken in any Texas normal college, or any university, senior college or junior college
which is recognized by the State Superintendent. 1

The

State law requires that all teachers, including substitutes,
must meet the certification requirements. 2
1

State Department
(Austin, Texas, 1935),
2
State Department
ties, (Austin, Texas,
.

of Education, Public School Laws,
pp. 107-112.
of Education, Standards and Activi1943-44), p. 151.
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The selection of teachers is, and will continue to be,
among the most important responsibilities of school executives.

The investigator is of the opinion that most of the

teachers employed by school officials in Brazoria County
are meeting present day criteria, in that, twenty of the
thirty-five elementary teachers employed in the county
have degrees.

Table I shows the distribution and type of

degrees held by the various teachers.

The investigator

has recorded only the higher degree in cases where the
teacher held two degrees.

TABLE I
COLLEGE TRAINING OF NEGRO ELEMENTARY TEACHERS IN
BRAZORIA COUNTY ACCORDING TO SEX
Number of Years
of' Collese Work
One Two T1nree

Sex

Bachelor's
degree
B.S. B.A.

Master's
degree

Number of
Elementary
Teachers

Male

0

l

0

1

0

0

2

Female

1

3

10

13

6

0

33

One teacher holds two degrees.

One teacher holds a bache-

lor of divinity degree, but also has another degree, and
the bachelor of divinity degree was' not counted in the
tabulation.
Of the seventeen elementary school principals twelve
hold degrees;

none have been awarded the master's degree.

The B. S. 'degree was more popular than the A. B. degree;
fourteen hold the former and six hold the latter.

Table
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II will show the type of certificates held by elementary
teachers of Brazoria County.
TABLE II
CERTIFICATES HELD BY NEGRO ELEMENTARY TEACHERS OF
BRAZORIA COUNTY ACCORDING TO SEX
Number of Teachers Holding Certificates
High sclioo1
Elementary Certificates Permanent

Total

Number of Yea.rs
Sex

2

Male

4

8

Perm.anent

l

Female

3

3

6

8

1

2

13

35

It is recommended by the State Department of Elementary
Education that eiementary school teachers should have a
permanent elementary certificate, major in elementary education including at least thirty-six semester hours dealing
specifically with instruction, instructional problems,
practice teaching, and should hold a master's degree or
five years college work. 1
Fred Mceuistion states, "Broad scholarship, academic
and professional is good teaching; no teacher can teach
what he does not know.
1

Partial or imperfect knowledge

State Department of Education, Handbook for SelfAppraisal and Improvement of Elementary Schools, (Austin,

Texas, 1945), p. 29.
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means poor, inefficient teaching.'' 1

A combination of lib-

eral arts courses with scientific principles and techniques
of education tends to insure genuine results in the classroom.

After gaining the acade~ic and professional knowl-

edge desirable for good teaching , there should be practical application to concrete problems of the classroom.
Caliver states:
Higher and more qualitative admission
requirements for students entering teachertraining institutions, and more adequate
certification requirements should be formulated.
Teacher-training institution preparing
Negro teachers, principals, and supervisors
should be equipped and qualified to give
their students the kind of education that
the problem of the Negro elementary· school
requires of them. This means a type of
teacher-training that recognizes and relates itsel~ to present-day realities and
problems. 2
The Educational Directory shows that Texas has eleven
Negro colleges and that nine of them are four-year institutions.

The State supports only one institution of

higher learning for Negroes and it is one of the two colleges in the State that grants the master's degree.

Table

I I I shows the institutions of higher learning from which

the thirty-five elementary teachers of the county obtained
1

McCuistion, Fred, The South's Negro Teaching Force,
A Brief
Study, (Nashville, Tennessee), p. 17.
2
Caliver, Ambrose, Fundamentals in the Education of
Negroes, United States Department of Interior, (Washington,
D. 0., United States Government Printing Office, 1935),
p. 52.
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their training.
the state.

None received their preparation out of

Eighty per cent of the teachers received their

training at Houston College; however, all but two teachers
began their freshman work at rrairie View College.

Bra-

zoria County tends to draw its teachers from the nearby
institutions:

Houston College, and the State University.

TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ACCORDING TO LAST
COLLEGE ATTENDED
Number of Teachers

College Attended

28

Houston College
Prairie View University
Texas College
Bishop College
A

5

1
1

valuable index as to the type of persons consti-

tuting a teaching corps is the effort which they make to
improve themselves in service.

Table IV shows the recency

of college attendance of the thirty-five elementary teachers in the county.

TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ACCORDING TO THE LATEST
DATES OF FORMAL STUDY
Year
Number of
Teachers

1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 194119421943 1944 1945
1

0

0

1

10

4

5

1

3

9
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This table shows that approximately 50 per cent of
the teachers have done no formal study for five years; one
had done no formal studying for ten years; only ten per
cent of the teachers expressed a desire to attend school
for the year 1946.
Many emergency teachers have been employed in Brazoria
County elementary schools in the past five years.

They

have accepted positions with the full knowledge that they
are inadequately prepared for the courses they are to
teach.

Some local boards of education have employed in-

adequately prepared home-town teachers without much concern about their professional preparation and at times
without much concern about their skill and force in teach•ing.
We cannot expect teachers who have not sat in a university classroom for more than ten years, or crossed the
boundary lines of their own state, to be keenly sensitive
to the newer challenges in education.
In discussing what teacher preparation means to educational work, Harold Benjamin said in one of his books,
"The dist3:nce between the old and th'e new elementary
school may well be measured in terms of the professionalization of their teachers. 111
In regards to this question the investigator invites
your attention to Table
1

v.

Cruxton, • c., Science in Elementary School,
(New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, l937), p. 11.
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TABLE V
IN-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL AND ACTIVITIES OF THE
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS IN BRAZORIA COUNTY
FOR THE YEAR OF 1945
Total
Number
Reporting

Activity
Attended sunnner school
Enrolled in extension class
Enrolled in correspondence course
Read four or more books
Made study of local school community
Made study of instruction in their school
Made educational trip in Texas
Southern States
Middle Atlantic States
North Central States
Canada
Cuba
Other Foreign Countries

9
1
1
2
8
4
8
5
1
l
0
0
0

It is disappointing to note how few of the teachers
reported having traveled even within the state of Texas.
No foreign countries were listed as having been visited
by the teachers.

Less than one-fourth of the group had

made a study of their local school community .
Perhaps no one feature of an education system is of
greater importance than that of the qualific_a tions of those
who are directly responsible for the teaching of children
in the classrooms of our schools.

Not only must we accept

as of vital importance the preliminary preparation of the
prospective teacher before she accepts the responsibility
of the actual teaching of children, but also we must consider provisions which make it pos~ible for her to keep up
to date and alert professionally while she serves the com-

18
munity and society in her unique and all-important posi~
tion.i
The reading of professional literature is one means
of teacher growth in service.

Table VI shows those peri-

odicals which were reported as being read by the thirtyfive •elementary teachers during 1945.
TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF THIRTY-FIVE E~NTARY T 'ACHERS IN
BRAZORIA COU NTY ON BASIS OF PROFESSIONAL
Rl!:ADING FOR 1945
Number of
Teachers

Periodicals
Normal Instructor
Grade Teacher
Negro Digest
Current Events
Reader's Digest
Scholastic
English Journal
Pathfinder
Correct English
Elementacy School Journal ·
Texas Outlook
What's New in Home Economics
Practical Home Economics

17
11
8
6
6

1
1
3

1
1
1
1
1

The Normal Instructor ranked first, because of its
overwhelming popular~ty with elementary teachers.
Grade Teacher ranked second.

The

The listing of the Path-

finder, Negro Life, Negro Dig est, Southern Agriculturist,
1

McGaughy, J. R., An Evaluation of the Elementary
School, (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1937), p. 3.
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Opportunity, Pimes, and Reader's Digest indicated that many
teachers were doing general as well as professional reading.
Membership in a professional organization is regarded
as significant in connection with the in-service growth of
teachers .

In Table VII is shown the number of persons

holding membership in various types of teacher's organizations during 1945 .
TABLE VII
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO MEMBERSHIP IN
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Types of Educational Associations
Local
County
District
State
National
National Professional Subject Matter Organization
Not affiliated with any professional organization

Number of
Teachers
5

11
6

13
O
O
9

It is to be noted that none holdsmembership in either
the American Teachers Association or the National Education Association .

None of the elementary teachers in the

county holds membership in national professional subject
matter organizations .
In regards to pre-service training the investigator
invites your attention to.Table VIII .
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TABLE VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ACCORDING TO
MAJOR AND MINOR FIELD OF PREPARATION
College Preparation

Major

Education
Elementary Education
Sociology
Home Economics
Social Science
Biology
Economics
Mathematics
Chemistry
English

9
2
1
13
3
l
1
1

Minor
12
1
1
0
8

1
1
l
3

0
5

4

A most striking feature to note in this table is the
large number of teachers whose major is home economics
when the demand for these subjects is not so great as the
demand for courses in elementary work.

It is the opinion

of the investigator that teachers should choose his or her
major field in keeping with the position held.

Only two

of the thrity-five elementary teachers had her major in
elementary education.

Only one of the thirty-five had her

minor in elementary education.
School authorities should develop certification requirements in line with the progressive
needs of the public schools, and should issue
restricted certificates rather than blanket
certificates. This would mean that a teacher
would be certified and permitted to teach only
those subjects for which he has specific preparation and that school administrators would be required to adhere strictly to this policy. 1
1

Caliver, Ambrose, National Survey of the Education
of Teachers, United States Department of Interior, Bulletin
10, (Washington, D. C., United States Government Printing
Office, 1933), p. 120.
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CHAPTER III
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
There is much need for curriculum revision in the
elementary schools of Brazoria Count.y.
schools eight grades are taught.

In most of the

These eight grades com-

prise approximately sixty-four subjects, which the teacher
attempts to teach daily.
eight hours.

The school day averages about

Approximately two hours of this time are

used for recess, making fire,'preparing lunch, cleaning
house and numerous other routine duties and six hours are
devoted to class work.

Dividing the six hours by the num-

ber of periods needed to hold the 64 classes will allow
about six minutes for each class.

In two or three teacher

schools, these duties are divided. between the other teachers, but in either case the time is inadequate to cover
the amount of work expected of them.
The investigator found that the teachers had no tra;

ditional daily program outlined by the county superintendent.

The teachers were free to assimilate and coordinate

their work around the needs, capacities, and interests of
the pupils.
the textbook.

They were allowed to make any deviations from
No outline of work was required by the

county superintendent.

It is the opinion of the investiga-

tor that either by routine or inheritance from the preceeding teacher quite a few undesirable methods are being
practiced by some of the elementary teachers in the county.
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Very few teachers use additional instructional materials
other than the basic text.

According to present-day cri-

teria the school curriculum must be built upon the needs
and nature of children and not upon a group of facts that
has been outlined by~ author who has no knowledge of the
child's personal life and environment.
The investigator found that very few of the teachers
in the county knew what made up their school curriculum.
Approximately seventy-five per cent of the teachers thought
of the curriculum as a course of study.

A curriculum as

defined by the National Survey of the ~ducation of Teachers:
A curriculum should reflect the aims of a
school and i t ·s , efforts to provide an educational
program to suit the demands of society on the
one hand and the need and desire of the student
on the other. It should assure to the student
educational progress with unity and sequence, .
which will even~uate in the development of a
healthful and happy citizen, functioning efficiently in the occupation for which the school
helped him to prepare. 1
The investigator found that the impact of war had
changed the curriculum of only three of the nineteen elementary schools in the county.

Table IX will show that

only a few schools have revised their curriculums within
the past five years.

This, however, is more of a tradi-

tional trend of education and not dynamic in a modern
trend of education and socio-economical world.

1

Ibid. p. 59.
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TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF COURSES REVISED BY THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS
Schools Reporting
Number
Percentage

Courses
Physical Education
Music
Technical Courses
Activities other than subjects

26
11

5
2

5

1

42

8

The investigator found that only thirty per cent of
the elementary schools in the county had made major changes
in their curriculums within the past five years .

The school

reported offering a technical course has no laboratory
facilities for practical work .

The returned questionnaires

revealed that only five per cent of theelementary teachers
have made special studies· of their curriculums within the
past five years .

Only t _e n per cent of the teachers have

made a community survey .

Only two schools have added elec-

tives to their· course of study for which grades are given .
The changes in society in recent years have caused
much discussion of the needs for revision of the curriculum and for progressive leadership to prepare boys and
girls to take their places as citizens in the present social order .
There is general agreement that the traditional method of teaching which was suited to the needs of an earlier
social order is not suited to the modern age .

There have
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b~en many different methods and procedures of teaching attempted in order to find out the best way in which children
may learn.
In this experiment the investigator asked the teachers
to indicate the type of classroom methods which they used
and approximate proportion of the time devoted to each.
The following check list of methods was used for the experiment:
1. Recitation (quizzing class on assigned reading ,
etc.)

2. Discussion (exchange of opinion in class).
3. Lecture;

interpretative talk by the teacher.

4. Special reports by students.
5. Examination, written.
6. Oral review quizzes.
7. Other techniques.
,

The two most commonly used by teachers we~e discussion

and lecture.

The discussion method was used from

20 to 29 per cent of the time by ten teachers and from 30
to 39 per cent of the time by five others.

The lecture

method was used from 20 to 29 per cent of the time by
eleven teachers and from 30 to 39 per cent of the time by
the others.

The information contained on the forms analyzed

indicate a lack of agreement regarding the aims and objectives of the elementary courses taught and an equal lack
of unanimity in the materials and methods used for instructional purposes.
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Davis states:
The ideal of the curriculum is to give each
individual at all times the experience appropriate to his stage of advancement. The school
curriculum is a resultant of social forces,
psychological factors, and school traditions.
Modern curriculum changes wisely look in the
direction of meeting individual needs more
specifically. 1
Few of the elementary teachers in the county make
provisions for meeting individual differences of their
children.

Of the thirty-five elementary teachers less than

50 per cent reported that they provided for individual
differences.

The investigator observed while visiting the

schools that most of the teachers'instructional procedures were characterized by the following similar practices:

(a) assignments are uniform for all members of the

class;

{b) all members of the class are held to uniform

standards;

(c) frequently all members of the class must

repeat an assignment when part of the group has failed to
get the work.

Table X will show the method and number of

teachers attempting to meet the special needs of children.

TABLE

X

METHOD USED TO MEET THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF THEIR CHILDREN
Methods of meeting special
Number of teachneeds of students
ers reporting
Case histories used in teaching
5
Surveying the talents of children
2
Surveying the achievements of children
4
1

Davis, Sheldon, Teaching The Elementary Curriculum,
(New York, N. Y., Macmillan Company, 1942), p. 13.
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TABLE X (CONTINUED)
Number

Methods
Provisions made for maladjusted children
Provisions made for handicap children
Instructional problems

3

10
12

Martins makes the statement that:
If this is the task of education, then
the teacher comes ~ace to face with the
problem of adjustment. He must meet the
challenge of the unending array of individual
differences and individual needs which the
pupils in his class presents. His is the
responsibility of adjusting his attitude and his
methods, of adapting the curriculum and materials to the capacities and the interests
of the boys and ¥irls who come daily under
his instruction.
The modern teacher is literally surrounded by endless
profusion of aids, such as textbooks, libraries, tests,
workbooks, drill cards, pictures, maps, slides, and exhibits of all kinds.

~hese aids should supply the demands of

an enriched and diversified curriculum and should satisfy
the progressive teachers' urge to vitalize instruction by
providing a broader background of pupil experience and
means of adjusting learning to the differences in interests and aptitudes of children.
The elementary teacher faces the problem of selecting
the more valuable of the commercially prepared materials
1

Martins, Elise, H., Teachers' Problems With Exceptional Children, (Washington, D. c., United States Department of Interior, 1934, Pamphlet No. 49), p. 1.
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available and to make more effective use of instructional
materials produced locally.

Table IX will show the fre-

quency of instructional material observed and reported
used by elementary teachers in Brazoria County .
TABLE XI
DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS USED

Instructional Material

Number of
Teachers
Reporting

Materials on.blackboard to be copied
Dictated materials to be copied by students
Basic text in hands of pupils
Exercise in textbook
Objects such as cubes, pictures, charts
Pamphlets, bulletins, magazines, etc.
Workbooks
Flash cards
/ Supplementary textbooks
Illustrative materials collected from the
community
Reference books, encyclopedias
Bulletin board display of current events
Mimeographed or hectographed materials
Slides, films, etc.

35
35
33
33
30

14
12
12
10
10
5
3
2

1

It is surprising to note that only ten teachers reported using i~lustrative materials collected from the
community.

The community can provide a rich field of

learning experience if its resources are utilized.

Through

utilizing the resources of the school, the school tends to
become an integral, functioning part of the community. 1
Under these relationships such problems as "selling the
1

Wilson, E . E., Handbook for Self-Appraisal and Improvement of Elementarf Schools, State Department of Education, Bulletin 458,Austln, Texas, State Department of
~ucation, 1945), p. 53.
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school to the community,"
school program,"

"educating the people to the

and similar public relations problems be-

come non-existent .
Good teachers have for years recognized the importance of good instructional materials as a means of motivating the teaching and learning process, observation of
the work of many of the teachers in Brazoria County convinced the investigator that few of the teachers fail to
make adequate use of the instructional materials at their
command.
Not only are instructional material.s important as a
means of arousing interest and securing attention to the
desired relationships being studied.

Through their aids

it is possible to maintain interest and favorable attitudes toward learning, which is often impossible where
work is partially on a verbal basis .

The use of picture,

map, or a chart will frequently accomplish the result in
much less time than would be required for reading or discussion alone and, also, it will result in much more accurate and vivid imagery of the relationships.
Aside from the problem of securing adequate imagery,
the use of instructional material plays an important role
in mastering abstract or general concepts.
Visual aid~ are an excellent means of
securing spontaneous attention and interest
and thus afford an opportunity to concentrate
upon the relationships to be studied . They
also afford an opportunity to review what has
been studied by introducing it in a new setting .
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Applications of old facts that need
emphasis may thus be r!peated without seeming to be old.

iRisk, Thomas M.,, Princi~les and Practices of
Teaching. (Dallas, Americanook Company, 1941), p. 576.

CHAPTER IV
A

SUGGESTED PROGRAM OF IMPROVEMENT FOR THE NEGRO
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF BRAZORIA COUNTY

In view of the facts revealed in the preceding chapter,
the author wishes to make the following suggestions for the
improvement of the Negro elementary schools in Brazoria
County.
Local administrators should give more attention to the
selection of candidates for employment in the elementary
schools of the county.

Certain guiding principles should

be used to assist the local school superintendents and
school board members in the selection of teachers.

The Co-

operative Study of Secondary School Standards recommends
the following · standards:
In the selection of individual staff members
attention should be given to teaching ability,
personality, health, and character. Each staff
member should have broad, general scholarship,
thorough preparation in his special field, professional coipetence, and reasonable social
development.
A competent staff is one of the indispensable elements

of a good school.

Such a staff should not be merely a col-

lection of individually competent persons.

Teachers who

are employed in the Negro elementary schools of Brazoria
County should give evidence of awareness and understanding
1

Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards,
How To Evaluate A Secondary School. ( ashington, D. c.,
1938), p. 23.
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of educational problems and of continuous professional
growth.

Before election to the job the teacher should pro-

duce evidence of thorough preparation for his particular
task and of possession of such traits as are requisite to
teaching and to associating with youth.

If these teachers

are to work with other teachers in the school it is necessary that they posses diversity of preparation and viewpoints so that all teachers in the school can wor.k together cheerfully, harmoniously, and efficiently for the good
of the school and its pupils.
The writer reconmends that teachers already employed
in the Negro elementary schools of Brazoria County not
•'

meeting the above standards should be required to talce special training in their respective fields.

They should be

able to understand child growth and development through

.

,<D

..-4 •
~

1-t

each period of the child's life, the selection and use of
varied types of teaching and learning materials and experiences, the adjustment of methods and organization to con-

P-t

ditions and needs of pupils as a group and as individuals.
They should know the use of every legitimate means available in the evaluation of progress and quality of l earning.
A personal relationship of confidence, respect, and helpfulness should exist between teachers and pupils, resulting
in similar relationship between school and community.
The writer reconnnends that more elementary · teachers in
the county place more emphasis upon the learner than textbooks.

Today's education requires that all pupils be given

challenges,

that they be placed in situations which promote
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real thought, situations where discrimination must be used
for solving of scho~ls' problems in order that discrimination may be developed for the solving of problems in life.
Unless a given experience leads into unexplored fields, no
problem arises.
Many of the Negro elementar~

eachers in Brazoria

Cotmty still have the old concP~tl n of examinations as
having but one function, th

~

considered the possibility an

I

)praisal.

They have not

advisibility of using

tests and examinations to asce~

, which pupils are doing

work connnensurate with their ab·

es, to discover apti-

tudes and attitudes of pupils an~ ~o aid in their guidance.
The Negro elementary teacher~ in Brazoria County should
enlarge their pupil activity program.

There is need for

pupil participation and expression in experiences which are
more essential like out-of-school and daily life experiences than are the usual classroom procedures.
The pupil activity program should aim to
develop desirable traits and behavior patterns
in an environment favorable to their growth
and, in general character, so similar to life
outside the classroom 1 that a maximum carryover may be expected.
The pupils should share responsibility for. the selection, organization, and evaluation of the pupil activity
program in the schools and their probable outcomes.
1

Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards,
How to Evaluate a Secondary School. (Yashington, D. c.,
1938), p. 20.
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In all such _activities the development of leadership ability in pupils should be one objective.

Opportunities for

exercising leadership should therefore be abundantly provided.
Participation in school and classroom management by
students should be encouraged for the purpose of giving
children actual experiences in democratic living.

Through

purposeful assistance in solving the problems of group living in the school environment, cooperativeness, responsibility, leadership, initiative, respect for property of
others, and good social attitudes.

Proper participation

should result in definite growth from year to year in the
extent to which the pupils become proficient in responsible, self directed cooperative living.
mendations are set up for the level

The following recom-

V elementary teachers

in the Handbook for Self-Appraisal and Improvement of Elementary Schools:
Each room has a civic or citizenship type
of organization. Practice is given in democratic living through the election of officers,
the discussion of means of living together more
happily and efficiently. Often the home-room organization sponsors the group, such as arranging for
Hobby Shows or having 1 some theme of interests, such
as science interests.
· Principals of the Negro elementary schools in Brazoria
County should have on file case histories of their students
and know the value and correct use of these case histories.
A case history will aid the teacher in grouping children,
1

State Department of Education, Handbook for Self-Appraisal and Improvement of ElementarySchools. {Austin,
Texas, 1945), p. 29.
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planning for individual differences, knowing the child's
parents and gives the teacher an insight into environmental
influences upon the children.
The Negro elementary schools in the county should have
a basic philosophy of education, in written form, as .well
as specific objectives for guiding the schools in the direction indicated by the philosophy.
The philosophy and purposes of all education
in this State and Nation should and must be to
lead our youth and others to appreciate and
recognize that they are debtors to all humanity,
and that their responsibility is to perpetuate
the American way of life. The courses of study
for all grades in the elementary school, and
courses in adult edu~ation schools should contribute to this end.
The Handbook for Self-Appraisal and Improvement of
Elementary Schools published by the State Department of Education recommends the following qualifications for the level
V elementary teacher: 2
A. Preparation:
1. Five years college work--Master's Degree.
2. Major in elementary ,education including at
least thirty-six semester hours dealing
specifically with instruction, instructional
problems, and practice teaching.
3. Permanent elementary certificate.
4. Planned professional study or attend summer
school or educational travel every three
years.
·
5. Authorship of magazine article or book.
1

State Department of Etlucation, Standards and Activi~ , 2 (Austin, Texas, 1943-44), p. 46.
State Department of Education, Handbook for SelfApraisal and Improvement of Elementary Schools, (Austin,
Texas, 1945), pp. 29-30.
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B. Professional Interest and Growth:
1. Membership in local, state, and national
educational associations.
2. Attendance at, at least, two professional
meetings each year.
3. Self-improvement through self-rating score
card.
·
4. At least 2 days each year spent in observing
a good teacher.
5. Local membership in P. T. A.
6. Evidence of yearly growth in service.
C. Personal Attributes:
1. Love and enthusiasm for children and for
teaching.
2. Good moral character.
3. Emotionally stable.
4. Professionally ethical.
5. Connnunity interest and leadership.
6. Accepts responsibility.
7. Personal appearance neat, attractive, refined.
8. Well modulated voice.
9. Sound physical health.
10. Medical certificate as prerequisite to employment, to be kept current.
11. Sociability.
12. Democratic.
The writer recognize the fact that these criteria set
up in this thesis are not perfect, however, it is the belief of the writer that if the Negro elezoontary teachers
and school administrators of Brazoria County will use these
recommendations as a beginning basis to stimulate and direct the growth of its institutions the Negro elementary
schools iri the county will be better adjusted to the needs
of youth in a rapidly changing environment.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary and Conclusion
This survey has attempted to present some significant
data pertaining to thirty-five Negro teachers in the elementary schools of Brazoria County.
Of the nineteen Negro elementary schools in Brazoria
County, there are three independent school districts and
sixteen common school districts.

Two of these schools

carry ten grades.
The buildings, playground equipment, and instructional
materials in most of these schools are fairly adequate.
The three independent school districts have different
superintendents.

fhe sixteen common school districts have

the same superintendent, but different local boards.
Twenty teachers of the nineteen elementary schools
surveyed have college degrees.
college training.

Ten have had three years o~

Four have had two years of college

training and one has had less than two years of college
training.
Mqst of the teachers in the county are not keeping
-

abreast of times by reading and holding membership in professional organizations.

This shows a lack of in-service

growth.
The main factor that has been studied was revealed in
the text of the thesis, that the elementary teachers in
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Brazoria County are far below the standard as to certification and a continuous growth in service training .

These

conditions breed educational problems in accord with the
modern trend of education for the classroom teacher .
The marked difference in teacher educational status
justifies the marked separation of those who live in Brazoria County that are in the teaching profession; in as
much as this type of teacher receives as much salary as the
teacher who continues her education .
The second factor that introduces a parallel problem
to the administrator is; that during the years of 19361946 there was very little done in the line of continuous
growth and study on the part of the elementary teachers .
It was further shown that this number has made some progress over the past five years, but not enough to be compared with the number of teachers who are teaching in
Brazoria County .
There is no wonder why very little has been done in
the line of revision of the curriculum.

Determination of

aims or objectives is usually made omof the first steps
in the procedures, and as often as not this determination
is a superficial matter with the real aims which guide the
teacher neither clarified nor organized.

There seems to

be abundant material for teaching purposes, but in inefficient hands can a.mount to very little in the teaching process, and techniques of teaching.

Recommendations
In view of the facts revealed in the study, the investigator wishes to make the efollowing recommendations
for the improv~ment of teaching in the elementary school~
of Brazoria County:
1. Phat all new teachers employed in the elementary
schools of Brazoria County shall have at least the
equivalent of a bachelor's degree.
2. All schools classified as elementary schools should
employ teachers who have majored in elementary
education, including at least twenty-four semest~r hours dealing specifically with instruction,
instructional problems, and practice teaching.
3. All teachers now employed out of their field of
specialization should be required to take courses
in elementary education.
4. That all teachers be required to hold membership
in and attend, at least, three professional meetings each year.
5. Teachers should subscribe to and read professional
and non-professional magazines.

In order to assure

professional interest and growth, all teachers
should read more profession~l and non-professional
books.
6. That the present curriculum of the elementary
schools of Brazoria be revised so as to include an
activity program which meets the needs of the pupil

and of the community.
7. Schools should h~ve case histories and know the
value and correct use of a case history.
8. That classes be organized into convenient centers
of interest for children to stimulate interest and
investigation on the part of the child.
9. Utilization of community resources in all subjects
in the curriculum as much as possible.
10. Provisions should be made for meeting the needs of
exceptional and special children.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Please Note -- The following information is required
with the understanding that it is confidential and will
not be published with any identifying names or references.
Kindly answer as nearly as possible each question.

----Teacher of Principal
Location of school
------Teacher Tenure ----Years

Nrune

Elementary Enrollment _____Grades Taught ________
Is this school accredited?

---Any

other classification

Place a circle around the amount of training you now have:
One year college;
years;

four years;

less than one year;
A. B.;

B.

s.;

two years;

M.A.;

Ph.D.;

three
Ph.E.;

Others.
List the kind of certificate you hold

-----------

List the place you first attended college

List the place and date you last attended college

-----

What is your major field

------Minor

hat fields are you teaching in at present

Field

------

List the name and author of four recent books you have
read:

-------------

List the names of some current professional publications
that you subscribe to or read often

------------

4'4

List the places you have traveled for educational purposes
within the past five years
List the courses you have had in elementary education
List the local, district, state, and national professional
organizations in which you have membership
National professional subject matter organizations _____
Have you made a study of your local community?

-------

Have you made a study of instruction in your school? ____
What subjects are required in your school
Name the courses in the school that are electives

-----

Name the courses added . in this school within the past five
years
Dropped
Do you have laboratory facilities for teaching technical
courses?

----------------------------

Are case histories used in teaching your students?

Have you made a survey of the talents of your students?_
What provisions are made for maladjusted children?

-----

What provisions are made for handicapped children

-----

Have you made a survey of the achievements of your
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children __________________________
What provisions are made for instructional problems for
your children _______________________
List the instructional materials used by you in teaching,
such as, basic text, supplementary textbooks, work books,
visual aids, and community resource materials used in
teaching

•

Check the method used by you

Indicate the percentage of

in teaching

period devoted to this method

1.
2.
3.
4.

Recitation________ 1.
Discussion _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2.
Lecture _________ 3.
Special report by stu4.
dents
5. Examinations---.-------- 5.
6. Oral reviews, quizzes _ _ 6.
7. Other techniques _____ 7.

Did the impact of war change your curriculum?

-------

What special studies have you made of your curriculum for
improvement purposes?

--------------------

Kindly place the completed questionnaire in the
stamped and self-addressed envelop and return it at your
earliest convenience. I want to thank you in advance for
your generous help, and I shall try to make available to
you a summarized findings of this data.
Yours truly,
Ewitt S. Myers, Principal
Charlie Brown High School
West Columbia, Texas

